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To Inherit the heart and the standard of True Parents is great responsibility, we are all given to fulfill. It is 

not True Father's blessing that decides this inheritance, it is the fulfillment of our own portion. 

 

Each video of Hyung jin is showing us what? Non stop deep shit, hate talk, accusing Father, cursing 

Mother. HOW GODLY HgJN IS. Please tell me! Did he inherit True Parents heart and standard? Is this 

behavior 'representing' True Parents. So who's hair and representative he has become? Read, Hyung Jin 

took LUCIFER'S NATURE to Restore it and Turning Against Everything Father Ever Said 

 

Hyung Jin was appointed as President on Apr 18 2008, 12 and asked to (1) Learn the Word (2) Inherit 

True Parents tradition (3) Overcome resentment (4) Practice filial piety and loyalty. 

 

However, in his prayer this day, True Father clearly underlined HgJ's mission of resolving resentments of 

the 3 ages (OT, NT and CT). Meaning Hyung Jin may become resentful, but he has to overcome. 

 

At the "Inauguration" Ceremony, Father blessed 

HJN's couple to, "inherit the authority as the 

representatives and heirs who can attend.. True 

Parents." Not 'deny True Parents' but being obedient, 

follow and represent them. 

 

How is he trying to inherit True Parents? Did you 

see the videos where he curses his mother? Did you 

see the video where he called Family Pledge 

"enslaving" and Father's tradition of tiding, 

"Satanic"? Did you see the video where he teaches 

hate towards Muslims, accusing Father and Mother 

for allowing Muslims come in Europe? Did you 

watch the video where SC compares HgJN's 40 yrs stay at True Parents palace with the Satanic realm of 

Egypt? 

 

We all have been blessed with the same responsibility. We all have to inherit True Parents standard and 

tradition. This blessing alone does not make us hair, it only gives us the responsibility to inherit and 

represent True Parents in everything. Our standard of life shows, how much we fulfilled that. 

 

"What is the one foundation... the starting point for the realization of God's hope.. become people who 

can obey the True Parents, based on our secret relationship with them. This will finally liberate the 

cosmos and open the gate to the heavenly kingdom." Father -- CSG 

 

SC however, took the position that Hyung Jin has "inherited the full authority of the True Parents on 

earth" so there are no more the original True Parents, but his couple is now 'true parents', even though 

their standard says the opposite. We are not blind and obviously H2 did not inherit True Parents standard 

and heart -- as we see from his own actions and words. Did he become united and representing True 

Parents? Absolutely not! How then he can have the right to proclaim himself the "second King". To claim 

that authority, Hyung Jin uses some of Father's words, such as; Declaration and Will (June 5, 2010) and 

denies all the rest what Father said and taught us. 

 

"God is the one King of Kings. There is only one set of True Parents... command center of cosmic peace 

and unity.. Its representative is Hyung Jin Moon.. The above content is True Parents' proclamation." 

Korea -- June 5, 2010; Declaration and Will (Written by True Father's own hand) 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES HYUNG JIN WAS GIVEN: 

 

(1) Given responsibility to fulfill (Learn the Truth) -- HE DIDN'T 

 

(2) Will pay indemnity (Has to overcome Resentment) -- HE DIDN'T 

 

(3) Should obey True Parents (Show loyalty and filial piety) -- HE DIDN'T 

 

H2 -- Changing Father's Words to Reverse Dominion 

 

As you see, the quote SC uses, only confirms the correct order; (1) God -- (2) True Parents -- (3) 

Representative. But the way Hyung Jin uses this quote is to neglect it's original meaning and reverse 

 
THE UNFILIAL SON -- KING OF  



 

 

dominion: 

 

HYUNG JIN REVERSING DOMINION: 

 

(1) Hyung jin's position (King) 

 

(2) True Parents (Don't exist -- but his couple are True Parents now) 

 

(3) God's will (Destroy Unification Church with negativity) 

 

Note that this is "True Parents proclamation", not Father's proclamation. It puts God and True Parents as 

the center (the Command center), while Hyung Jin is only their representative. Meaning, HJN has to unite 

and follow absolutely (True Father and True Mother). That's why in 2011 True Father clarified that. 

 

"The responsible person of Unification Church is not Hyung Jin nor Kook Jin. On the top of Hyung Jin 

there is Mother.. Do not forget this." (True Father 2011) 

 

The only way we can call H2's maneuvers is, evil sociopathic manipulation. If Hyung Jin is the King, he 

is the King of Manipulation, the King of Narcissism (self-centeredness), King of Division while in her 

videos Yeona shows herself as the Queen of Gossiping. Their own words and deeds portray them as just 

the opposite of what true parents should be. They spread rumors, gossiping around against True Parents, 

instead of representing them. So good that God's Laws are universal and no 'self proclaimed king' can 

revers them anytime in the future. 

 

"God commands.. through True Parents, not directly from God to TC. All children and the rest of the 

world must follow in the way of True Parents. There is no other way." True Father 

 

H2 -- Destroys the Heavenly Tradition 

 

Hyung Jin and Sanctuary Church should really read and learn Father's words about Filial Piety: 

 

"People of filial piety will think of their parents first... Such a spirit of loyalty, filial piety, and the 

unchanging fidelity.. constitute the central thought and spirit for the realization of the Kingdom of Heaven 

on earth that will be established in the future." CSG, A Life of True Filial Piety 

 

Lucifer was the one, who destroyed the tradition of filial piety and started the tradition of rebellion, 

resentment and accusations. Lucifer's essential nature was to accuse God's children, judging and 

manipulating them with resentment. 

 

Do you realize what tradition is Hyung Jin establishing? Does he realize what historic consequences that 

wrong tradition will perpetuate? Cloaking his self-serving agenda in guise of "obedience" and "service" to 

God's will and Father, Hyung jin without remorse reverses the meaning of True Father's words to advance 

his selfish ambitions, aiming no where, but to destroy all True Father's Ideals, destroy True Mother and 

destroy the Church. 

 

In CSG, True Father speaks of, "Saints and Divine Sons and Daughters of Perfect Loyalty and Filial 

Piety". He says, "Such a person is a devoted child of heaven and earth. Apart from this context, the 

concepts of a filial child or son have no value." How will history remember Hyung Jin? What will be his 

value? 

 

True Father clearly explains, that any sect that teaches resentment against others will vanish. The cosmos 

will not tolerate such religious sect as SC. 

 

SHORT OVERVIEW 

 

April 6 2008 Father made ceremony, that the brothers (H1/KJ) were to UNITE CENTERING ON True 

Mother. 

 

In his sermon, Nov 14 2009, Hyung Jin mentioned True Father asked him to convey to members that "if 

any of the TC or Grand Children denies True Parents or any in-laws, members should not follow any of 

them." That serious request from True Father was made a year and seven months after Hyung Jin's 

inauguration. Video.. 

 

Nov 24 2009 HgJ sayd in an interview, that there is no confusion about succession as long as True 

Mother is here. This is what True Father had clarified with him during their 8 hours talk. 

 

In 2011 Apr 4, True Father said that the responsible person for the Unification Movement is NOT HgJ 

nor KJ. On top of them is True Mother. True Father emphasized that WE SHOULD NOT FORGET 



 

 

THIS. 

 

On April 14 2012 True Father declared True Mother as perfected Eve and True Father offered that day as 

the day where the Internal God (HP) and External God (True Parents) have achieved perfected unity 

because of the unity of True Father and True Mother as the TRUE PARENTS. True Father emphasized 

this point in the speech that True Parents = True Father + True Mother. True Mother is the substantial 

form of God's feminine aspect and through her the unity of GNight and GDay was achieved. 

 

July 16 2012 -- at the inauguration of ABEL Women UN, Father asked everyone to choose the path of 

True Mother which is the path of a true daughter, a true wife, a true mother and a true woman leader. True 

Mother is the model, True Mother is the leader, she is the next HEAD after True Father. 

 

Aug 13 2012 True Father prayed that he had accomplished, perfected and concluded the providence and 

now is the time for HTM to build the Cheon Il Guk through tribal restoration and community 

breakthroughs. That the most important achievement True Father had is finding True Mother and 

perfecting the course of the True Parents; establishing the True Family and producing millions of Blessed 

families worldwide. (From the "Summary of My Reflection why SC is wrong!") 

 

 

 


